M3 SL10K series

SPECIFICATION SHEET (Ver 1.0)
M3 SL10K FULL TOUCH RUGGED COMPUTER

The most reasonable enterprise-ready mobile computer.

The SL10K mobile computer delivers

real-time connectivity and best-in-class
data capture capabilities.

SL10K

is more reasonable mobile computer.

This is the mobile computer you really

want for your enterprise business.

The SL10K is the most Advanced enterprise-ready 4G/LTE

mobile computer with the high CPU (1.44GHz Quad Core).

Supporting Android 8.1 operating systems, the SL10K mobile
computer targets retail market and office in scan-intensive

workflows such as market and logistics, indoor and outdoor

service who want to build a truly automate mobile workspace
with the modern conveniences of an all-touch smartphone

and physical keypad to speed business agility. It makes reduc-

always connected to crucial information to packaging, check
stock, look up order status or scan items.

Great User Interface with Android™

Wide Screen can be possible to manage the touch screen

easily. You don’t care about mistyping and adjust screen input
in SL10K.

The SL10K mobile computer offers crystal 4.0 Inch Corning®

Gorilla® III Glass sunlight-readable display with multiple input
modes to save valuable time and minimize data entry errors.

ing total cost of ownership. High end mobile applications can

Reasonable and useful Accessories

computer is designed to support the most advanced connect-

ning more easily. Charging Cradle is possible to use Ethernet

be guaranteed to work well on the SL10K. The SL10K mobile
ed mobile user experiences, facilitating large file transfers,

video streaming and remote access to business applications

quickly, so workers can more effectively manage a wide varie-

Gun handle (Pistol grip) for scanning helps your barcode scanand USB data communication. Rugged boot for protecting
SL10K makes it stronger.

ty of tasks throughout the sales cycle.

SL10K Keypad

life to last a full shift and beyond, keeping mobile workers

SL10K. Moreover, Keypad helps your application managing.

Additionally, SL10K mobile computer offers enough battery

You don’t care about mistyping and adjust screen input in

SL10K-N
CPU

1.44 GHz Quade-core processor

OS

Performance

Android 8.1

RAM

2GB

ROM

16GB

DATA
Frequency

WWAN

WLAN

Camera

1D/2D

1D Laser, 2D Imager (SE4710)

Pixels

8.0 M(Rear), 2.0 M(Front)

Flash

LED Flash

GPS

GPS with A-GPS (Glonass, BeiDou)

Bluetooth

Display

Size

4.0" WVGA
Capacitive touch
17 physical key + 2 side scan + volume

Battery

Standard

Interface

USB

Extended Slot
SIM/SAM

Micro USB
Micro SD (up to 128GB)
1 SIM
-10℃ to 50℃

Storage

-30℃ to 70℃

Humidity

Sealing
Dimension
Weight

Li-ion 3.8V 4,400mAh

Operating

Drop

Physical

NFC (13.56MHz)
Peer-to-peer, card reader, card emulation ISO 14443 A/B, ISO 15693

Keypad

User
Environment

Not Applicable

Type

Touch Panel

Temperature

Not Applicable

Bluetooth Class I 4.0 LE

Frequency

RFID

CMCC 5M :
LTE 1/2/3/4/7/17/20/38/39/40/41
WCDMA 1/2/5/8
TD-SCDMA 34/39
GSM 2/3/5/8

IEEE 802.11 a/b/g/n, Frequency 2.4G+5.8G dual band WIFI

Scanner

Option

SL10K-W

0% to 95% non-condensing
1.2M / 1.5M (with Boots)
IP65
155.8 X 72 X 25mm
292g

Accessories

(Appearance can be changed.)

Protecting boot for SL10K

Charging Cradle

Gun handle (Pistol grip)

* Bluetooth connecting type

